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11. Summary of dissertation’s findings and results 

This is the first jurisprudence thesis for improving legislation on bank guarantee activities in Vietnam. 

Major findings of the thesis include: 

- Stated thesis is essentially economic, the legal nature of the operation of bank guarantee.  

- The thesis developed theoretical system of laws governing the operation of bank guarantee.  

- The thesis evaluated the overall, comprehensive argued, the state of the legal system on the operation 

of Vietnam bank guarantee. Based on the research and reference provisions for the operation of bank 

guarantee legislation of some countries, given the complete experience of the law on bank guarantee 

activities in Vietnam. 

- Thesis boldly proposed to improve the law on bank guarante activities in Vietnam.  The thesis proposal 

is given on the basis of evaluating the positive side, the limitation of the legal system of bank guarantee 

activities of Vietnam today, the study macroeconomic situation and the situation in banking activities of  

Vietnam, research and acquire selective law on bank guarantee activities of a number of countries 

around the world. 

12. Applicability in practice, if any   



The study results of the dissertation can be used for academic education and study by research 

institutes and universities; for process of developing legal framework for bank guarantee by policy and 

law makers.   

 13. Further research directions, if any 

Research on improving legislation on measures to ensure obligations.  
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